Student confesses, apologizes for graffiti
MARC

Jos

Editor in Chief
ERIN SPECK

Contributing Editor
On Tuesday, Nov. 12 Dean of Students Judith Kay released a letter of
apology addressed to The Puget
Sound Trail from a student who confessed to the graffiti which occurred
early on Wednesday, Oct. 30.
Freshman Jonathan Metz admitted to marking Harrington and
Anderson-Langdon with discriminatory graffiti. Metz attributed his
crime to the excessive use of alcohol.
Reportedly Metz had failed a
chemistry test after over 20 hours of
studying. He claims that the stress
was too much for him, causing him
to drink alcohol and coffee alternately throughout the next 20 hours.
Around 2:00 a.m. the next morning Metz and a companion were
given access to Harrington Hall by
one of its residents.
Subsequently, he stole a dry erase

Watson candidates chosen
TU-NGA NGUYEN

Assistant News Editor
Four UPS seniors were recently
selected as candidates for the Thomas
J. Watson Foundation Fellowship.
Picked from a UPS pool of 18,
David Kupferman, Jessica Rosenfeld,
Erich von Tagen, and Mary Walker
are eligible to receive a $18,000 Fellow Scholarship to study abroad.
The Watson Fellowship's purpose
is to allow students to explore other
countries and to study in-depth a
subject which interests them. Students live and travel in different
countries and study other cultures
and focus on their projects from a
global perspective.
Applicants were required to submit a ten-page proposal and to attend an interview. Evaluations were
conducted by UPS professors Mott
Greene, Stuart Smithers, Sarah
Sloane, and 1979 Watson fellow,
Leonard Krause.
David Kupferman, a Politics and
Government major, hopes to travel
to Israel, Poland, and Germany to
study how these countries corn-

memorate the holocaust.
He plans to explore not only the
extermination camps but the holocaust museums and the memorials.
His proposal is entitled "Memorial and Memory: Public Explanations of the Holocaust."
Kupferman has very personal
interersts in his study. He believes
some of his relatives might have
been killed or had done the killing
during the holocaust.
Kupferman also received a Summer Research Award for Social Studies and Humanities which gave him
the opportunity to visit conc.mtration
camps in Germany.
Jessica Rosenfeld, an English
major, proposes to follow American
writers Alan Ginsberg and Gary
Snyder to India. There she will study
monuments, museums, and art galleries.
By experiencing everyday living
in India, she hopes to relive the experiences of American beat poets.
Rosenfeld also plans to explore
the influence of Indian culture over
author J.D. Salinger. Moreover, she
intends to compare Salinger's work

with that of T.S. Eliot.
Biology major Mary Walker's
proposal is "Alternative Cancer
Treatment Abroad". Walker plans
to study cancer treatments in Ger many, Great Britain, Greece, China,
Japan, and Mexico.
Walker feels her study hits home
because many of her friends and
family members have suffered from
the deadly disease.
Walker is already pursuing her
career as an Occupational Therapist
by volunteering at Allenmore Hospital in Tacoma.
Erich von Tagen, an English major, is hoping to study "The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly: Professional
Wrestling in the Postmodern World."
He plans to visit Japan and
Mexico to study the role of professional wrestling in different cultures.
In a national pool of over 50 private colleges and universities, the
nominees will be interviewed on
January 24 by Watson Foundation
Director William Moses.
Nominees will be notified of the
results on April 1 when the Fellowships are awarded.

marker and wrote the discriminatory
slurs through Harrington and the
outside of Anderson-Langdon. Metz
then returned to his room, discharged a fire extinguisher and went
to sleep.
The student chose permanent vol-

I woukihave rather seen
the student stay au (I go
through the judicial
prOcess."
—Brett I(iebl
untary withdrawal from the University, rather than participating in the
University's judicial process for four
violations of the Integrity Code.
"I would have rather seen the student stay and go through the judicial process," said ASUPS President
Brett Kiehl. "I am sure that the student honor court would have done
what is right."

Kay, also acting as Chief Student
Judicial Affairs Officer, felt "confident that a Conduct Conference or
the Student Honor Court would have
rendered a fair decision."
Monday evening, Kay also held
another informative meeting, detailing the latest on the graffiti incident.
The entire campus community was
invited to attend and share their ideas
and feelings concerning the incident.
Kay reports that students, faculty
and staff came up with a list of ways
to combat the problem of discrimination on campus.
President Susan Resneck Pierce
commented in a memo to the campus community "it would be, I believe, a mistake for us to assume either that the student's departure concludes this sorry episode or that the
campus will not be immune to such
acts of bigotry."
A second student who was investigated in connection with this incident was not found to have been involved in writing the graffiti.

Study abroad programs
provide cultural exposure
DEBBIE AVNER
Assistani News Editor
Tucked back away, behind the
lacy curtains of the second floor of
Warner Gym resides the University
of Puget Sound's International Programs Office.
Directed by Jannie Miesberger
and assisted by Sally Thompson, this
two person office sends out more
than 120 students a year to gain an
inter-cultural understanding in the
liberal arts education.
UPS sponsors a wide variety of
programs that span the globe and
that adhere to students requirements
of cost, time and interest. The programs range in length from 10 days
to a full year.
Areas included are Australia, Austria, China, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Latin America, the Pacific
Rim, Taiwan, Spain, The United
Kingdom, and a specialty Archaeology Abroad study. The most popular program is the Pacific Rim tour
experienced by more than roughly
30 students evexy three years.
"lam really grateful for my study
abroad experience to Dijon, France.
I went last semester, the Spring Semester of 1996. I really learned
about the French culture and
language ... but most importantly I

really learned about myself," said
Junior Tracey Kramer.
Study Abroad programs fit into
one or more of three categories;
cultural exposure, language experi-

ence, and Major concentration.
For an individual who is interested in an all-around exposure,
who preferably has prior language
experience, almost any of the programs will do. Generally all UPS
sponsored programs tend to emphasize language, literature, history and
art components in a particular city,
country, or culture.
For many students, an in-depth
exposure to language and literature
is the right way to go. Programs that
fit this categoty include programs
in Germany and France. A language
program exposes students to a culture through linguistics and an intense study of the language of a particular culture.
For those students who have identified a major, there are a few programs that can offer an emphasis in
the direction of their study. These

programs usually entail an enrollment in a foreign institution or in
another foreign program.
Every University of Puget Sound
program had been designed to meet
the Curriculum Committee's requirements for degree credit. But because
study abroad programs are usually
designed to concentrate on one discipline, the program credit does not
usually apply to the broader outlines
of core requirements. Individual exceptions can be made if applicable.
Throughout the United States,
hundreds of study abroad programs
are sponsored each year by other
higher education institutions. Participation in programs other than those
sponsored by UPS are supported by
the University. In most cases credit
is transferable.
"No matter which program, Study
Abroad is an important intergral part
of the academic experience," said
directer of International Programs,
Jannie Miesberger, "this creates the
broadly educated..it gives students
new ways of thinking."
If study abroad seems the right
way to go, visit the International Programs office on the second floor in
Warner Gym or attend the general
study abroad interest meetings held
each semester. Watch the Tattler for
dates and times.

Dance creates social awareness
RIcE
Contributing Editor
MIcMI

On Nov. 12, UPS students experienced a truly unique approach to
understanding issues such as racism,
poverty and unity when the Diversity Dance Workshop brought their
dances of social conscience to
Marshall Hall for a 5:30 p.m. show.
The Diversity Dance
Workshop(DDW) is a non-profit preforming arts company composed of
12-14 dancers, aged 19-24, with various ethnic, religious and geographical backgrounds.
Through the avenue of dance, the
DDW strives to educate audiences
about social problems such as racism,
sexism, violence, poverty, and disease, as well as how unity through
diversity can heal these problems.
The goal of the performance is to

create an open dialogue of social ills
toward youthful audiences and turn
attitudes of apathy into enthusiasm
and ignorance into understanding.
In their performance, the DDW
uses the actions of the dancers to
convey stories of an individual's or
group's struggles against social ills,
while the accompanying music and
tempo convey the moods associated
with the situation.
One of the DDW's characteristically unique dances is "The Equality Dance," a tranquil ballet-based
duo that uses the flowing movements to illustrate a repressed
woman's struggle to overcome her
male partner's dominance.
Of faster tempo is the "Poverty
Dance," which utilizes hip-hop to
accompany the story of a young
woman struggling on the outskirts
of society.
The Bellevue-based DDW per-

forms nearly 250 times annually in
locations ranging from Alaska to
Germany. The company began in
1993 in part through the coordination of artistic director Rena
Robinson-Steiner, whose professional experience includes tenures
with the Dance Theater of Harlem
and the Hamburg Ballet in Germany.
The performance of the DDW was
arranged through the UPS chapter of
AIESEC, an international student
organization that arranges student
foreign exchanges with a focus on
cultural education.
"This performance will hopefully
help students realize that these social
issues are important and affect us
every day," said AIESEC member
and UPS student Helen Hu. "Regardless of race, gender or age, issues
such as racism and poverty affect
everyone, so this performance is important and relevant to all."

Greek News
Betas off probation
Last Wednesday, the Interfraternity council (IFC) decided to allow
the Beta Theta Pi fraternity to participate in a portion of formal rush
next spring.
Back in September, IFC placed
Beta on "indefinite rush probation." Beta is now allowed to participate in two of the four days of
formal rush.
IFC required the Betas to sponsor several different campus and
community projects to qualify for
formal rush. Beta accomplished
ach of the tasks by the final date
of Nov. 6. However, a minor violation of rush rules resulted in only
a partial lift of the ban.
IFC President Pat Maloney
stated "IFC was impressed with
Beta's effort to finish the required
tasks. We also hope they will have
a successful formal rush."

Sigma Chi kicks off
annual Derby Days
On Nov. 18 the Sigma Chi Fraternity will kick off their annual
Derby Days philanthropy project.
This six day event will raise funds
to directly benefit the Children's
Miracle Network.
The week is composed of competitive events between the five
sororites on campus paired up with
competing independent students.
Events include a serenade, a rendition of MTV's "Singled-out"
game show, a spaghetti/pizza feed,
a date auction, a powder-puff football game, and a carnival at the local Al Davies Boys and Girls Club.
"I love Derby Days, it's for the
kids," said Derby Daddy John
Garrett.
Students can purchase official
Derby Day t-shirts for $12 by calling Mike Andrakis at 756-2042.

-

-

Study Japanese this Summer
in Tokyo and in Oregon!
The nine-week 1997 Waseda/Oregon Summer Program
(June 20-Aug. 23) offers Japanese language (all levels)
and courses in Economics, Art & Design and Culture &
Society. Earn 14 semester credits (21 quarter). Wilderness
trip included. Prior Language study NOT required.
Scholarships available!
Waseda/Oregon Summer Program
222 S. W. Columbia Street, Suite 1750
Portland, OR 97201
opieJapan@aol.com
(800) 823-7938
http://www.Iclark.edu/-iso/J*apan/japan.html

Should the student(s)
involved in the graffiti
incident be punished?
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Toys For Tots in need of
volunteers for holidays
The United States Marine Corps Reserve Toys For Tots
program is looking for new toy donations as well as people
to help sort toys and answer phones at the main distribution
center this holiday season.
The local Toys For Tots program is run by a civilian council and composed of retired Marines, former Marines and
volunteers from the Tacoma area.
"We thought that since your large student population will
be off for the holidays that we might be able to encourage
some of those who have no place to go to help us," said
Tacoma Area Council Chair Louis Johnson.
Toys For Tots was formed in 1947 when late Marine Reserve Colonel Bill Hendricks cound not find an agency in
Los Angeles that provided toys for underprivileged children during the holidays.
The Marine Corps adopted the program as a "Corps-wide
community relations program" in 1948.
Students interested in volunteering and working with the
program can contact Johnson at 474-9575.

All campus BBQ plans
to cook up school spirit
On Saturday, Nov. 16 from 11:00 a.m to 1:15 p.m. students can unite and show their school spirit at the first
"School Spirit All Campus BBQ."
The BBQ will be held at the Fieldhouse before the football game against cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran University. Following the BBQ students can filter over to Baker
Stadium to cheer on the Loggers in their final game.
A buffet style lunch will be served with BBQ chicken,
salad, rolls and fruit cobbler. A vegetarian menu will also
be provided.
The event is sponsored by ASUPS, RHAC and the Department of Student Programs.
The Food Servery will be closed between 10:15 a.m. and
2:00 p.m. in order for them to prepare for the BBQ.

Hughes to lecture on
current lesbian issues
In celebration of the Year of Gender, Sexuality and Identity, author and playwright Holly Hughes will lecture and
entertain on Friday, Nov. 22 and Saturday, Nov. 23 in the
hiside Theatre.
Friday's lecture will discuss Hughes' struggle to sue the
National Endowment for the Arts after they rescinded her
grant following the discovery that her work dealt with lesbian issues.
On Saturday, Hughes will perform a rendition of "Clit
Notes: A Sapphic Sampler." Hughes will present stories
like "The Lady Dick" and "World Without End" and her
title piece "Clit Notes" which was commissioned by the
New York Shakespeare Festival.
Friday night's lecture is free with UPS ID and $7 general
admission. "Clit Notes" is $4 with UPS ID and $10 general
admission. Both will be begin at 8:00 p.m.

Web site created to
combat high book costs
In response the the outrageous cost of textbooks Mahesh
Joshi of St. Joseph's University and two other colleagues
have set up a web site to serve as a used book exchange for
students all over the world.
The web site is free to all students and it is hoped that
students will use it as a "bulletin board, but in cyber-space."
Students can compare the cost of books and arrange to
trade or sell books with students from other universities.
Joshi hopes that this site will help alleviate some of the
complaints students have about book costs.
The site can be reached at www.incollege.com .
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Willi s kicks out rock 'n' roll Joyride
Wesley Willis Live at the Vox Populi in Seattle, Nov. 9
TED SpAs
Music.Re viewer

So in typical lame rock-cnt fashion, I showed up blasphemously late,
but I swear to God it wasn't my fault.
I lay the blame squarely at the feet
of the Vox Populi people for starting their Wesley Willis art/music
joyride at six in the evening, a truly
stupid time for any kind of rock 'n'
roll event to take place.
The only reason I have anything
to report on at all is that Wesley
Willis is an unstoppable Rock Juggernaut, and once he got started he
danm well didn't stop for three full
hours, making him (in terms of sheer
quantity) the greatest performer I've
seen since Tom Jones.
First order of business: Wesley's

Drawings. Wesley focusses mainly
on the Chigaco cityscape and the
Chicago city busses. The drawings
on display at the Vox Populi were,

lie punches the ?eino
kitton on his keyboariI
the sonq comes out, be
reagissoijie poetry Why
niess with perfection'
sadly, not among his most affecting
works. So much of Wesley's angle
is based on repetition that displaying three almost identical pieces
struck me as sheer folly. Where were

the interesting variances of color and
mood found in his old CD liner note
art? Where was the scary "caged de-

mon in the sky" picture from the Mr.
Magoo Goes To Jail Vol. 3 album?
It was not a night for answers.
Second: The Rock 'n' Roll Joyride. Wesley really thrives in a live
environment. He breaks up the repetitive verse-chorus-verse-chorusinstrumental-verse-chorus pattern of
his recorded work, making live Willis

tunes much more stream-of-consciousness oriented than there recorded brethren.
Wesley also has a substantially
fouler mouth live, as witnessed in
crowd favorite "Fuck Bob Dole."
Lack of structure and naughty words
aside, (hey, lUKE 'em, but this is a
family paper), Wesley can work a
crowd like a pro. He changed up his
traditional "Rock on Chicago" line
at the end of each song to "Rock on
Seattle, Washington" to the cheers
of Today's Youth.
No, the songs don't sound all that
different live, but what did you expect? He punches the "demo" button on his keyboard, the song comes
out, he reads some poetry. Why mess
with perfection? Besides, Wesley
provides plenty of live antics, butt-

ing heads (literally) with the punters and waving his arms like the
street preacher he is.
Truly, Wesley's live act is all about
testifying. He throws down challenges and boasts ("I'll smoke you
like a crack rockJl smoke that Rock
'n' Roll), he wards off his inner demons ("Fuck off, demon"), and he
revels joyously in performing.
So if Wesley Willis comes back,
you should go see him, yes you
should. Make sure you bring ten
bucks so you can buy a CD from
him. Bring something for him to
sign. Get yourself a big ol' headbutt.
Get some affirmation. Hell, at the
very least you can hear him play
"Suck my Doberman's Dick" fifteen
times in a row.
The Grade: A

Godfathers of punk Bad Religion rock Seattle
Bad Religion with Softy at RCKNDY, Friday Nov. 8
JASON JAIctrns

Contributing Editor
if you know anything about Bad
Religion or have even the slightest
trace of punk rock blood pumping
through your veins, then a review of
BR's latest concert shouldn't even
be necessary other than to point out
that, in fact, the greatest punk band
on the planet did grace Seattle with
its presence on Friday, and to rekindle that warm and tingly feeling
for those of you punkers who were
able to get into the show.
At 1:30p.m., 126 mohawk-totin',
spiked leather jacket wearing punks
lined the front of the Rock Candy,
leaving a trail of boot marks and
cigarette butts for two blocks before
disappearing around the corner of an
old car repair shop. There was still

six and a half hours before the show.
If you didn't get there before 3 p.m.,
the dream was over, you weren't
getting in.
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Even after shelling out 15 bucks,
waiting more than 6 hours in line,
standing limp and uninterested as a
pair of crappy opening bands
(Softy—a decadent alterna-crap
band, and some other funky punk
band I can't remember the name of),
Bad Religion reared their balding
heads and made all our bitterness
disappear. It took no more than three
notes from "You are the Govern-

ment" before the Rock Candy as a
whole erupted into a frenzied mass
of thrashing teenage elbows and armpits. Gaping mosh pits opened like
cankerous, spreading sores through
the tightly-packed crowd, flailing
moshers like little rotating (metalspiked) cells, tireless in their punkinduced rampage.
Bad Religion played a few songs
from just about every album in their
hour-and-a-half set, including favorites "We're Only Gonna Die" and
"Along the Way" from 80-85 and
"Do What You Want" from Suffer.

They blended a variety of their
newer music, considered alternatively-influenced in many punk
circles, into the show and it was received with equal fervor from the
ecstatic punks.
Whatmade this unforgettable experience what it was (other than having the Godfathers of punk rocking
out at ear-splitting velocity) was the
Rock Candy crowd and atmosphere.
Cozy and comfortable, there were a
perfect blend of brotherly love, uniting in their renditions of their favorite BR songs and unified in their de-

Business Typing & Transcription
761-0613
Term Papers, Resumes, Transcribing,
Application, Typing
Located two blocks west of UPS
Same/Next Day Service
Refer afriend for a 10% discount
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1114 Broadway
Downtown Tacoma

Coming to Jillian's is
as easy as 1... 2... 3!!
Wednesday Night
is College Night!

1 hour free pool,
$2 beers and $3 pizza!
Phone: 572-0300
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termination to weed out the pricks
and fuckers that tried to taint our
near-religious experience.Ten feet
above the floor, an assortment of
less-physical punks watched the
concert behind a chain link fence,
giving the moshers down below a
sense of being engaged in some
frenzied modern-day gladatorial
combat spectacle.
Bad Religion gave the Northwest
a truly a fantastic and memorable
punk experience that won't be repeated for some time.
The Grade: A+

Ransom ' not
worth pri* ce

'

MARC JoNEs

Editor in Chief
"Ransom," starring Mel Gibson
and Rene Russo, premiered last
weekend grossing over 30 million
dollars. Ron Howard, of "Happy
Days" fame, directed this new leawre-flim. From "Apollo 13" to "Far
and Away," all of Howard's works
have scored big at the box office.

Showing in theaters around the
country, "Ransom" has already
proved itself as a financial success.
However, something about the film
just doesn't work.The advertisements shown on television portray
the film as an intense non-stop
thriller. These ads are well cut and
edited, forming what appears to be
a high quality film. These ads are the
main reason for the success of this
filim Like most films these days, the
adverti3ements are more entertaining than the film.
This movie deals with the kidnapping of the young son of Tom Mullen
(Gibson). Mullen is a wealthy owner
of an airline who fights back against
his son's kidnappers. Mullen refuses
to pay the ransom demanded and
instead uses this money as a reward
for the capture of the kidnappers. I
will spare you the details of the rest
of this poorly devised plot. Let's just
say it is pretty obvious that this script
experienced a number of rewrites.
I am sorry, but I have a serious
problem with a father refusing to pay
his son's ransom. Mullen, know as
"Mr. Risk" in the business world,
jeopardizes the life of his kid due to
an instinct he has about the kidnappers. Mullen's instincts tell him that
even if he pays the ransom the kidnappers will kill his son. I don't care
if his Instinct is right, you don't play
games when dealing with a human
life—especially your son's life. No
normal person would take such a
gamble. Just pay the ransom and get
your kid back!
I know this is just a movie, but

let's try to have a bit of reality in
what is supposed to be a realist text.
Along with the poor script, the
film suffers from overacting, poor
editing, and horrible directing.
Gibson overacts at every chance
he gets. His tearful slumping, just
after he thinks his son has been
killed, is one of the most overdramtic
scenes to hit the screen.
Russo, who plays Gibson's wife,
doesn't pull off a great performance
either. She doesn't have much of a
part, so I can't really blame her for
bad acting. She's too busy crying and

El don't care if his instinct
i riibt, you don't play
EIilCS when dethiii with a
bw life—especially your
siin'slife iVonorijial
person would take such a
gwnble. Just pay the
iansoin and et your kid
back!
getting slapped around to give an
"oscar worthy performance."
Editing problems were also
prominent throughout the film. In a
couple of the scenes, the boom microphone is seen hovering over
Gibson's head. I think the damn
thing even hit him on the head a few
times. I can't believe that Howard
or some editor did not notice a giant
black cone hovering over the lead
character's head.
I think it is obvious I don't recommend this film. However, I do
recommend the previews which
come before the beginning of this
monstrosity. I am not sure what they
were for, but I know I received more
joy from watching them, then the
low-rate, two-hour film called "Ransom."
Rating: One guava
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14 NOVEMBER -21 NOVEMBER, 1996
p.m. in Kittredge 111. Refreshments will be served. Admission is
free. For more info call x3555.

FILMS

plays at 2:00, 5:00, & 8:00 p.m. at
the Pantages Theater. For more
info call 591-5894.

LECTURES

MUSIC

14 Nov - ASUPS Lectures presents
Keo Capestany with "Waving the
Mother Tongue: An Introduction to
the Official Language Controversy"
at 7.00 p.m. in WSC 101.Admission is free.

MUSIC

14- 17Nov-Kerouac: The
Essence of Jack," a jazz play, runs
at 8.00 p.m. at The Velvet Elvis Arts
Lounge Theater in Seattle. Shows
Thur - Sun evenings with tickets
$14 on Thur & Sun and $15 on Fri
and Sat. For more info call (206)
624-8477.

15 Nov - Edward Hansen continues

14 Nov - 7 Dec - The Tacoma Little

15 - 17 Nov - Campus Films
presents "Independence Day.'
Show times are 7.00 and 9:30 p.m
on 15 & 16 Nov and 6.00 and 8:30
p.m. on 17 Nov. Only $1 for UPS
students. Shows in MC 003.

with 'The Organ From A to Z" at
12:05 p.m. at Kilworth Chapel. He
will present works by Hindemith,
lsaak, Jongen, and Krebs.
Admission is free. For more info call
x3555.
19 Nov - Campus Music Network

presents Green Goes 'Round at
8:00 p.m. in Club Rendezvous.
Admission is free. For more info call
x3657.

ARTS
14 Nov - There will be an Artist Talk

with Elizabeth Ingraham at 4:00

THEATER
14 - 17 Nov - The Tacoma Actor's

guild presents The Cryptogram" at
the Theater on the Square. Show
times are 7:00 p.m. on Tuesdays,
Thursdays, & Sundays, and 8:00
p.m. on Wednesdays, Fridays, &
Saturdays. Matinees are at 2:00
p.m. on 3,6, 10, 13, 16, &17.
Tickets are $25. For more info call
272-2145.

FILMS
17 Nov - The Warren Miller Ski Film

Theater presents "Of Thee I Sing."
Tickets for this political musical are
$10 and $12. For more into call
272-2281.

Theater. He will play selections by
Beethoven, Debussy, and Kramer.
A pre-concert lecture begins at 7:00
p.m. Tickets are $14, $18, $22,
$28. For more info call 591-5894.
16 Nov - The Tacoma Recreation
Foundation presents "An Evening
of Jazz: Stephanie Porter Trio and
Pearl Django.' Show begins at 8:00
p.m. at the Rialto Theater. Tickets
are $15. For more info call 5947934.

ARTS

services for sexual assault
survivors. A silent auction begins at
6:00 p.m. followed by a light buffet
and entertainment. The live auction
begins at 8:00 p.m. The auction
takes place at The Nippon Kan
Theater.
19 Nov - Lydia Minatoya, author of
"Talking to Monks in the Snow," will
be speaking at 7:00 p.m. at the
Northwest Asian American Theater
in Seattle. Admission is tree. For
more info call (206) 623-5124.
20 Nov - The Power of Language

14 - 16 Nov - Lanny Bergner's

sculptures are shown at Commencement Art Gallery Tues - Sat
11:00 am. - 5:00 p.m. Admission is
free. For more info call 593-4331.

14 Nov - The Broadway Center for
Performing Arts presents the
Tibetan Monks of the Drepung
Loseling Monastary at 7:30 p.m. at
the Rialto Theater. There is a preperformance dicussion at 6:30 p.m.
Tickets are $18 and $20. For more
info call 591-5894.

21 Nov-28 Dec - Pastel Landscapes by Joanna Meras are
featured at the Tacoma Public
Library's Handforth Gallery. For
more info call 591-5666.

15 Nov - The Tacoma Symphony
presents pianist Jonathan Shames
at 8:00 p.m. at the Pantages

16 Nov - Seattle Rape Relief is
having an auction to benefit

EVENTS

Series continues with poets Marvin
Lauderdale & Sharon Hashimoto,
and writer Julia Boyd. Event begins
at 7:30 p.m. at Borders Books in
Tacoma. Admission is free. For
more info call 473-9666.

MIMES
21 Nov - The San Francisco Mime
Troupe presents "13 Dias/ 13
Days" at 7:30 p.m. at Pantage's
Theater. The Troupe depicts the
Chiapas uprising which
challeneged Mexico's New World
Order. Tickets are $12, $14, $16, &
$18. For more info call 591-5894.

The Classifieds: The Puget Sound Trail advertising gets results.
HistoricalDistrict
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Seeking two laid-back people to share
upstairs bedroom in very stylish 1930
house located near Cafe WA. Rent
will be $250 plus share of utilities. D/
W, lots of storage, fully furnished. THIS
IS A GREAT HOUSE! 274-0906.

2 bdrm, l&1/2 bath, FtP, walk-in
closet, D/W, disposal, controlled access entrance, covered prkg & elevator. Wrights Apis. 812 S. K St.
572-4235 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discount

1&2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, controlled
access entrance, off-street parking.
W/D in 2 bdrm. Maples Apis.
315 N.J St. 383-3554 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum

1 & 2 bdrm dishwaser, patio!
balcon. Close to Westgate
Shoppping Center. 1 bdrm $385
2 bdrm. 5495. 5802 N. 33rd.
760-6877 or 477-RPNT

Historical
Deluxe, luxurious 1&2 bdrm in alladult bldg, W/D, controlled access entrance, elevator, social room & covered parking available.
Heritage House Apts. 25 N. Broadway
383-1505 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum
r'n
IDistrict
College Pro Painters is looking for
highly motivated students to manage
outlets and gain invaluable skills!
No experience necessary.
Call 1-800-392-1386 or check us
out on the web! www.colegepor.com

L iving
2 bdrm with full size w/d. Fireplace,
dishwasher, patio/balcony, with
private storage and 1 & 1/2 bath
available. Orchard Ridge 5111 S.
12th St. 756-2080 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discounts

Strand of PEARLS! 18 inches with
silver clasp. S175 obo.
Call 752-3709

Female to share newer, Northend
home. Full bath. Must like plants
and love 1 dog. Great place to
study. $250 per month plus 1/3

riii rrmuDeluxe

Heat & hot water paid, controlled
access entrance & laundry facilities
available. On quiet residential
streeL $275 - 2310 South 10th St.
Call 627-1854 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discounts

artments
The Outrigger Apartments - 6102
6th Avenue. 1 & 2 bdrms available.
Good location for school, shopping,
& freeway. Call 565-4133
rmirn I iTri
lbdrm, kitchen, pantry, & gas
cooking.Laundry facilities & off street
parking available. $345 - Park Manor
Apartments. 1216 North 6th st.
627-1557 or 472-RENT
$99 Move-in special!
;

;
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1&2 bdrm, hot water pd. Cute
courtyard with pool. Huge private
balcony/patio w/semi-fenced
yard. Olympic Manor Apis. 7301 N.
6th Ave. 565-8096 or 472-RENT
$99 move-in special!

Ladies Wedding Ring Set!
Size 3 14 Karat Yellow Gold.
7 point diamond center. $250
obo. Call 752-3709
ILSJIII[t1I(I

Unfurnished 3 bdrm house, fully carpeted, fireplace, W/D hookup, garage.
$750 a month. Located at 3809 N 2lsL
Call 759-3097.

Ttease reçjcLe your Trad.1

Mother

i

I&2 bdrm w/fireplace, utility rm &full
size W/D, patio/balcony. 1 bdrm $460
2bdrm $545. 5823 North 33rd
Call 759-6827 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum
fltiTI )fI'1T
1 &2 bdrm, D/W, patio/balcony. Close
to Westgate Shopping. lbdrm $385
2bdrm $435. Skyline Park 2550 N.
Vassault 752-9070 or 472-RENT
$99 Move-in Special

PRI

The road to incredible service begins at Precision
Automotive & Trausnussion In

Preparation from
tm- eWINTER

( I)'s I Is 7 iiiche&
Cisset t es - T-shirt s
Posters Zippos
1 udded Stuff
1\eedles
-

Special
$19.95

-

-

featuring...

Includes:
Lube, Oil & Filter Service.
Tire Rotation.
7 Areas Winter Assessment.

• 36 hours of in-class teaching
• four fully proctored exams
• additional help sessions
• instructor -- Steven Klein
• free application advising
• Price -- $495
Call now for more information
the LS.4 T, GRE or G1I.1 T

"Batteries/starlmg System, Antifreeze/Del ts/Hc'ses, Tires,Heating System/Block
Healer, Wiper Blades System, Exhaust and Lights.
Oer 11id mlii December 3.1996-

759-2044

on

Free Local Shuttle Service

4

817 DIVISION AVE. SUITE C
TACOMA, WA 98403
PH: (206) 593-0134
FAX: (206) 593-4571
corner of Division & "I" Street

1(206) 524-49151
Next GRE Class begins February 17

PRECISION AUTOMOTIVE

3723 6th Avenue
Tacoiiia, WA, 98406

(206)759.2044
FAX(206)759-1 321,

TRANSMiSSION INC.

Next GMAT Class begins November 19
Next LSAT Classes begin December 5;

Next GMAT Class begins November 19
Next LSAT Classes begin December'S

OPEN FORUM
The Puget Sound Trail invites all members of
the campus community to an open forum to
discuss student, staff, and faculty concerns.
This is your opportunity to offer opinions and
criticisms about The Trail, question the authors
and creators of this semester's articles and
layout, brainstorm changes for next semester,
and learn about becoming involved in any
aspect of the paper's production.

Thursday, Nov. 21 at
7:00 p.m. i the TraiLl
ofifuiLce, WSC 0121s
Staff positions available for Spring semester:
16

pI

News Editor
Asst. News Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
Features Copy Editor
Writers

V)

Applications are available in the Trail office.
Apply ASAP.

F ifl 0' G-Wat,Mr S $
Everybody's favorite Irish band (no, not House of Pain) is back
this year with yet another line-up: Gavin Tierney (vocals, guitar,
shoes),. Shane Manley (all sorts of guitars), Adam Gehrke
(bass), Aadip Desai (drums and trumpet), the returning Matt
Pruett (whistles and saxamaphone), and brand-new members
Dave Bowe (mandolin, banjo and guitar) and Andy Rick (guitars,
drums). Pint o' Guinness has been one of the busiest bands
on campus this year, playing shows, writing songs, and
producing an EPto be ready near the beginning of next year. If
you haven't spent it all on beer and tobacco, shell out some tin
and reserve a copy now!
C-

I
IN A DRUNKEN, jig-induced stupor, Pint 0' Guiness will grace Club
Rendezvous with an assortment of rofficking Irish drinking ballads.

UPS's lone metal ouffit is set to rock again this year, with Matt Miller on bass, Paul Souyoultzis on guitar; and Dave Corey on drums. KASM
pummels away with force, yet are quite capable of modifying their sound, as evidenced by their acoustic performance last spring. Souyoultzis
definitely has the whiddlin' skills, and the band manages to stay tight through bizarre time and beat changes. Check out KASM's "Execution"
and "Color of Hate" from last year's For Play CD and be sure to thrash yourself into a pulp next time they play a show.

For years upon years, the Campus Music Network has provided a service that few other colleges can boast: an organizatio
music for students. And now it's that time of year again, when Club Rendezvous gets dusted off and a few choice student b
Well, don 'tjust sit there! Go out and support your fellow students, and then maybe they'll be sweethearts and not drum at n
sing to you every single time you come over. Yes, they are sensitive artists, so show some appreciation and turn up to se

49, 1RES0:M.S
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THE NEW AND IMPROVED 19 Reasons are
'dy to rock Ince they released their first EP

The closest thing this eccentric
campus has to a regular 01'
alternative band, 19 Reasons
has been working hard lately,
contributing two tracks to For
Play and finding the time this
year to record a stellar four-song
EP. erin k. bailey (vox, guitar),
Tim Wertin (guitar), Eric Colbeck
(bass), and Heath Shaffer
(drums) have tightened up their
act considerably since the early
days, and the band now
resembles a sonic mix of the
Pixies, the Cardigans, and Peer!
Jam. 19 Reasons just might be
the one band on this campus
that everybody could like, so
how about you all ehc p a n d
support them, hub
THE ZOMBIE ACTION of The Racketeers wa
resurrected at SPANK and will rise again to I
down the walls on December
•; •42•.
4.,:4C

Grr.M Gors hoIJM
A new and mysterious campus band that debuts this Tuesday, Green Goes Around offers a taste of something different with their unique
version of psychedelic pop. The group is dominated by the hypnotic melodies of '95 grad Kevin Vaughan-Brubaker on bass and Sean
Callaghan on guitar, with 19 Reasons' diva erin k. bailey's ethereal keyboard accompaniment and the mesmerizing beats of Scott Schoeggl
on a modified drum set. The simple-yet-catchy tunes of Green Goes Around promise to keep you humming all night long.

BQBFY'$ G-014-rIFtS.'Ut . - 6
The oldest and most experienced CMN band, Bobby's Gone
Fishing consists of Eros Resmini (guitar and singing), Brandt
Symons (bass), Bradley Blackburn (drums), and Andy Wills.
They are acoustic-y a lot of the time, though Eros has been
known to bust out some smooth electric grooves as well.
Bobby's has appeared on the CMN discs and has spent some
time in the studio as well, producing demo tapes available
from the band. For those who love to fire up a stick of incense,
pull some tubes, and kick back with some mellow funk, Bobby's
is the band to watch.
C.
0

C)
0

THE SMOOTH and supple sounds of Bobby's Gone Fishing are a must
for those who enjoy the mellow side of life.

edicated to the promotion of student bands playing student
Is play their hearts out for no money and little appreciation.
mum volume while you're trying to sleep, or play guitar and1
ese campus bands next time they play.

0 TU
b
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CMN's punk-pop holdouts, the Racketeers,
are getting back in the swing after last spring's
semester-long hiatus. Departed drummer and
CMN legend, Brian Best, has been replaced
by British drum sensation, Tim Lee, adding to
the line-up of Spanky Pruett on vocals, Ted
Spas on bass, and Josh Fulgham and Keith
Turausky on the duelin' guitars. The
Racketeers laid the smack down at SPANK
and can be found playing high-powered rawk
'n' role on both Hat Trick and For Play. Look
for a new Racketeers EP next March, as well
as an eventual reissue of 1995's Geebogeebo EP.
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Can't sleep! It's all going by too fast and the end is in sight. Volleyball no doubt have become walking insomniacs,
wired on anticipation of their upcoming playoff games. Football might expect to burn the midnight oil in preparation to face
those ominous Lutes. Envy those swimmers and lacrosse teams as they have just begun their work and have yet to become
strung out on fatigue. And those sports fantasy leagues will always be the opiate of the sports fan.

Loggers beat Linfield, lose to Dawgs
JENNIFER HATFON

Assistant Sports Editor
After a loss at University of Washington on Friday, the Loggers traveled to Linfield to beat the Wildcats
on Saturday.
Marc Kincaid, along with Nicole
McKinriey, had the highest finishes
at the U of W meet with Kincaid's
tie for second in the 100 freestyle
and a second place finish by
McKinney in the 200 breastroke.
"We knew this weekend's meets
would all be very close. There were
really no surprises," said Kincaid of
the UPS swim team's weekend split.
For the Loggers, Friday's match
offered a revealing look at the competition and tougimess of a NCAA
Divison-I program.
"For every top two swimmers in
an event that we had, U of W has
four. In individual races we had a
chance, but overall U of W is just a
really tough team to beat," said
Kincaid.
Saturday's meet at Linfield
proved to be a better outcome for the

Loggers with a 152-53 win for the
women's team and a 114-91 victory
for the men, but it was still close.
"Although the score doesn't really
show it, the meet could of gone either way. It was wins in the last two
events that really helped us win,"
said Kincaid. "Our breastrokers really saved us."
Coming off of both men's and
women's national victories at the
NAIA championships last March,
the teams are hoping to continue the
trend.
"There are several up and coming freshman and many talented upperclassmen that will hopefully help
the team make it to Nationals this
year," Kincaid said. Winning another
national championship this season
would make the third time for the
men and the second time for the
women's team.
The Logger swimmers will be on
the road again this weekend, traveling to Central Washington on Friday
for a 1 p.m. meet and Walla Walla
facing Whitman College in a NCIC
meet on Saturday, November 16.

.
.

CHURNING UP WAVES, the Logger swim teams battled Washington last weekend.

Volleyball rolls into league
playons with weekend sweep
MARK OTTEM

Staff Writer
Puget Sound volleyball is on a roll
and plans to continue rolling right
through the playoffs into the NAJA
Championships.
The Loggers, who looked suspect
throughout most of the early part of
the season and were plagued by injuries throughout the year, have now
made everything come together at
just the right time. With easy victories in two weekend matches, the
Loggers finished the season with an
overall record of 20-9 and a second
place conference record of 13-3, the
Loggers find themselves as the second seed of the NCIC tournament.
In the first of two matches last Saturday in Walla Walla, the Loggers
jumped on Whitworth early to roll
to a three-game victory. Vicki
Crooks' 12 kills provided valuable
offensive power that enabled the
Loggers to coast by the first two

games (15-5, 15-6). Lori Inman tallied 23 digs to help Puget Sound
hold off the Missionaries (15-10)
in the third game.
Saturday night's match against
Whitworth ended in a similar result to that afternoon's match, with
the Loggers winning in three
games. However, Whitworth
played tough in the first game before becoming the Loggers seventh
straight victim by a score of 15-10,
15-1, 15-5). Anna Dudek crushed
14 kills to spearhead the Logger
offense, while Inman and Shaleah
Jones collected 13 digs each.
Heading into the NCIC tournament, the Loggers have won seven
straight matches including a win
over the League's top team from
Willamette. Puget Sound could
very likely face Willamette again
in the NCIC Tournament which
takes place at the home of the regular seasons top team
This Saturday the Loggers will

face George Fox at 1 p.m., while
Willamette takes on Pacific Lutheran
at 11 am. The two winners will face
off at 7 p.m. on Saturday night for the
NCIC Tournament title and right to
advance in the playoffs.
The Loggers lost an early season
heartbreaker to George Fox but then
came back to easily handle the Bruins on the road. Puget Sound dominated Pacific Lutheran in two outings
and split matches with Willamette
beating them to close out the season.
The team seems confident that they
can continue their winning ways in
the playoffs.
"We've been playing very solid
volleyball and been able to work off
of each other" said freshman Heather
Robles.
Teammate Shaleah Jones added
"We're the team that is peaking right
now and if we stick with what we
have been doing we should have a
oo4chance.tQ.gaIong.w.ays.in .tlLe
playoffs."

Logger football. to close against Lutes
•
Whitworth snaps two-year losing streak with 39-7 victory over winless Loggers
KAREN KIM

Staff Writer
Whitworth built a 33-0 lead through the first
three quarters of the game on their way to a
39-7 victory over the Loggers.
The game marked the Pirates first win of
the season and put an end to their 15-game,
two-year losing streak. Meanwhile, the Loggers dropped their ninth straight game and
eighth this season; leaving them with an 0-8
record.
Five different players scored touchdowns
for the Pirates, including Brion Williams, Brice
Stanly, D.J. Funk, Brian Bratonia and Matt
Stueckle as Whitwbrth dominated the game
offensively. The Pirates ended the game with
259-yards rushing as Damian Putney gained
97 yards on 15 carries. Brion Williams fin-

ished with 37 yards on two rushes and 29 yards
on four pass receptions. Bratonia added 52
yards on 14 carries and a 55-yard touchdown
reception to lead the Pirates to a 32-point win.
Whitworth's defense continued to plague
the Loggers as three Puget Sound quarterbacks
were held to 10 completions in 33 attempts
and had four passes picked off by the Pirates.
Daryl Wright provided one of the only highlights for the Loggers by gaining 202 yards
on 37-yards rushing, his sixth straight 100-yard
rushing game. He has seven 100-yard games
this season and 13 in his career.
Wright was named the Offensive Player of
the Game for Puget Sound for his performance,
which also garnered him the Flakey Jakes
Player of the Week Award. Wright just pushed
his season total to 1100-yards rushing on the
year. This will be Wright's second-consecu-

tive season with 1000-plus yards.
Wright is currently battling Jesse Ortiz of
Lewis and Clark for the NCIC rushing title.
Wright leads by less than one yard per game
with 137.5 yards and Ortiz with 136.7 yards.
The two players are also competing with each
other in the Northwest small-college career
charts as Ortiz currently ranks 16th in the division with 2,358 yards and Wright 17th with
2,332 yards.
This weekend's football game played between the University of Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran University is known as the one
of the longest and most competitive rivalries
in the Northwest. The visiting Lutes have a
eight-game winning streak coming into Baker
Stadium. In the last game between the two
teams, the Lutes came up on top with a 42-38
victory at Sparks Stadium.

The Loggers currently hold a 43-22-5 advantage in the series over the Lutes, but the
last win for the Loggers came in 1987 when
running back Mike Oliphant rushed for 171
yards and three touchdowns.
The Loggers also won the first recorded
game between the two teams back in 1931
when the Loggers won by a 20-0 margin and
Logger Chet Baker showed his punting talents with a 60-yard punt.
Puget Sound will host this game at Baker
Stadium with kick-off at 1 p.m. Saturday, November 16. Tickets for the Puget Sound - Pacific Lutheran football game will be on sale
day of game at the University of Puget Sound's
Baker Stadium. Tickets will go on sale starting at 11:30am for $6 general admission and
$8 reserved. Students can get in free with their
D cards.

Lacrosse uses fall to tune-up for season
RYAN ELSEMORE

Staff Writer
Although counting games won't be played
until the spring, the UPS lacrosse teams use
the dwindling fall days to refine their skills
with pratices and games.
The UPS men's lacrosse team finished its
fall season with a convincing 13-6 victory over
the Lutes of Pacific Lutheran last weekend.
Six goals and two assists by Matt Steele,
last year's team MVP and current co-captain,
paved the way for this victory. Helping Steele
earn the win was Jared Hankins, who chipped
in with two goals and five assists. Newcomers to the team, freshman Dan Abrams and
Ethan Valenstein both made their new presences felt by scoring a goal each.
"The team looks very promising for the

upcoming season," said Matt Mono. "We have
a solid defense led by co-captain Karl Kaluza
and some solid new players. The new freshmen will be vital to the team's success."
Members of the UPS Lacross team also expressed appniciation of the fans that turned out
for last weekend's game, as well as anticipation for the beginning of the spring season.
The fall season is approached as a tune-up
period in which the team can begin to build
cohesion and work on tactics. However, February will bring the opening of the spring season, which features the intense competition of
conference matches.
While the UPS lacrosse team is a club sport
and not a member of the NCIC, common opponents for the lacrosse team include the University of Washington, Gonzaga, Pacific
Lutheran and Western Washington.

GETTING IN SHAPE, the UPS lacrosse teams use the fall to practice.

Cross Country
expects dogfight
at Nationals
Athlete of the
Week goes to
Crooks
Congratulations to Vicky Crooks who was
honored with the Athlete of the Week award
by the University of Puget Sound Athletic
Department.
As a strong middle blocker, Crooks has
contributed to leading the UPS volleyball
team to the NCIC championship tournament
this weekend.
In the three games against PLU,
Whitworth, and Whitman last week, Crooks
had 27 kills, 17 blocks, and only six errors
$ity;qqeatterppt.
.

Both the men's and women's UPS crosscountry teams will be in a dogfight at
Saturday's NAIA National Cross Country
Championships in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
The second-ranked women will have to
overcome top-ranked Simon Fraser in order to capture their fifth straight national
title. After narrowly defeating the Clan at
last year's meet, the Loggers expect another
tough challenge.
Although the Logger men currently stand
sixth in the nation, the second through eighth
ranked teams are all very close in pre-race
scouting reports. A good race might allow
the Logger men to better their fourth-place
showing at last year's race.
At 10:30 a.m. the women will begin their
5000 meter race, while an 8000 meter course
wai.thmenon Saturday at 11:1.5 a.m.

-

Fans forced to follow fantasy leagues
PAT MALONEY
Staff Writer
Remember back to the good old
days when you could sit down on a
Sunday afternoon and watch your
favorite athlete compete for your
favorite team. Those times have
come and gone due to free agency.
Now your favorite players have
played for four teams in five years.
He has jumped from team to team
trying to receive the biggest salary
and signing bonus. Fans of the Orlando Magic are the latest victims
of this process. A serious dilemma
arises for these people. Do they re-

main Magic fans or are they loyal to
Shaquille O'Neal? Avid sports fans
have found the answer to dealing

be slaves to the daily box scores and
have lost the magic of sports.
Instead of following their home
team in the standings and rooting
them on to victory, they are more
concerned if their third-string point

COMME$TARY

Instead of rooting for the
Portland Trailblazers, one
; pulls for Jialoney's
Jlarksiiien,

with the problem. They have become
fantasy sports addicts.
Fantasy sports consist of fans
drafting real players to their team,
keeping the player's statistics, and
competing against other participants.
Die-hard fans have been driven to

guard made it into the second tier of
the league's assist totals. Fanatics of
sports have not chosen to lead this

lifestyle, but have been forced into
it by the business of the games.
In the past, true fans were able to
have a favorite team and rely upon
the same core group of players being there year after year. The fans
developed a certain attachment and
love for their heroes. They felt like
they imew the athletes and could live
vicariously through them. This is no
longer the case due to free agency.
Just when people begin to start this
relationship with an athlete, the star
jumps ship to another club that pays
them more and gets them more endorsements in the local market.
As a result of the business of

sports interfering with the cormection between fans and athletes, fans
have been thrust into the new avenue
of fantasy sports. This is just a natural forum for enthusiasts to try to
create a team that they can call their
own. Instead of rooting for the Portland Trailblazers, one now pulls for
Maloney's Marksmen, a figment of
the fan's imagination.
Fantasy sports fans are no longer
concerned with who won the game,
just how many points their players
scored. This is not some twisted
game created by mathematicians, it's
just the latest way for true sports fans
to express their love for the game.
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Men's B Gold Basketball

Men's Indoor Soccer
Runners Up
Hui 0 Hawaii
Bamfs
Sigma Nu Cartel #2
Pork Chop X-press
Pish
Sigma Nu Cartel #1
SiginaNu

3
3
3
2
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
2
2
3
3
4

Coed Indoor Soccer
Baggio Magic
Hui 0 Hawaii
Draft Dodgers
Look Out
Fussball
Pukes of Gizzard
Sigma Nu/Gamma Phi

3
3
3
2
1
0
0

0
0
1
2
2
3
4

Men's B Green Basketball
In Locos Parentis
Raccheerrerrp
The Giants
B-boys
Old, Slow And Fat
Double Deuce
The Wet Event
Kamakani

LG
00
00
KD
S ?

3
3
3
2
2
2
1
0

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
4

Seward Suaves
Short Bus
HungJuiy
PtBoys 2
Sugar And Spice
Not Good

4
4
3
2
2
0

1
1
2
3
3
5

Cross Country
Nov. 16
NAIA National Champ.
@ Kenosha, WI
10:30 a.m.

Swimming

Men's A Basketball
Short Bus

4

0

The Freshman
Dirty Nelly's
Pd Swat
Woogy
Mad Rise

4
2
1
1
0

0
2
3
3
4

Coed Coalition
The Players
The Kumquats
Will Play For Beer
Raptors
No Names

2
2
2
1
1
1

@ Salem, OR

* *
Nov.16

Football
Nov.16

*

Whitman
@ Walla Walla
1:00p.m.

Coed A Basketball

Volleyball
Nov.16

Nov.15
C. Washington
@ Ellensburg
5:00 p.m.

NCIC Tournament
All Day

Pacific Lutheran
@ UPS
1:00p.m.

1
1
1
3
2
2

Coed B Basketball
Untitled
Lokahi
Hoopty Roos
Alpha Phi/Sigma Nu
If You Only Knew

1
2
1
0
0

0
0
0
2
2
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MDA won't yield in its quest to
defeat 40 neuromuscular diseases.
WMIK
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA ... because MDA helps people.

Opinions
in ainurte...
It doesn't matter how trendy
Doe Martens may be, they're still
cool. You can brave the mucky,
swampy lawns of UPS and survive when wearing Does.
The freshmen have messed-up
names.What were their parent's
thinking?
Men who leave the toilet seat
up bite fat dick.
You should always add the
phrase "in bed" to your fortune
out of fortune cookies unless it's
something about not being impressive or making money.
When you get a delivery from
the Pizza Cellar you're putting
the employee's lives at risk by
sending them out into the dark
night with pizza, money and
fresh young bodies, so tip them,
gosh darn it!
That new Orbitz drink has
been affectionately referred to as
"drinking stale cream soda with
floating snot balls in it." Its the
most disgusting substance on the
planet and comes in a variety of
new and stomach-churningly
vomitous flavors!
I took a bunch of flak for ripping on the Cellar's calzones (if
you pronounce them cal-zonEES and not Cal-ZONES, they'll
make fun of you and get haughty)
so I had another one and it was
great so they're officially getting
The Trail's star of approval.
Ritually beat the next moron
who says, "ff1 was a girl, I'd stay
at home at play with my breasts
all day," because it's the most
trite, over-used, offensive and not
even remotely funny thing that
must be said about 500 times a
day and still get laughs. Beat the
people who laugh, too. Then beat
yourself for being friends with
them. Then have a calzone.
Sticking with the prevailing
Cellar theme, all the employees
there seem to be disproportionately good looking (compared to
the rest of the campus).
Doesn't it seem strange David
Stennet has an e-mail account at
the University and he doesn't go
to school here anymore.
Even if you don't like the music on KUPS, listen solely for the
"carts" (kind of like radio commercials): every other person on
making a cart announcement has
been, will be, or is being killed
by a drunk driver or in an act of
gang violence.

Professor outraged over
recent vandalism
I want to assure the campus community that Mayor Brian Ebersole
and my City Council colleagues join
with me and each of you in expressing outrage over the desecrations
that have occurred at this University.
What happened here goes beyond
the boundaries of the campus—it is
a community issue. The City of
Tacoma does not tolerate acts of
prejudice, hate or bigotry. In this regard, the City Council recently
passed a resolution expressing, in
part, the following:

M hat happened here oes
liejojid the boundaries of
oe caiiipus—itis a
coiiiiiiuiiity issue.
"...traditionally, hate groups have
found it easy to increase their harassment activities when (they are) able
to isolate, and victimize a specific
group while community voices are
mute and attitude is complacent, and
it is time to publicly voice and demonstrate our opposition to words and
deeds that promote prejudice, hatred, harassment, and violence toward any citizen as a violation of our
community values..."
The rally and expressions from
students are consistent with the intent of this resolution. We on the City
Council applaud you for your actions.
I want to state that the acts committed on this campus are considered
very serious in this community. A
student characterized them as
"crimes" last Friday. In point of fact,
the City has passed a "hate crimes"
ordinance that provides for enhanced
penalties and sanctions against those
guilty of acts of hatred against
people based on race, gender, religion, or sexual orientation. This behavior is more than simply unacceptable.
In closing, let me say that the city
through its human rights department
or police enforcement agencies
stands ready to assist this campus in
any actions it deems appropriate.
Sincerely,
Bill Baarsma
Associate Professor and
Tacoma City Council Member

Faculty deserved opportunity to speak at rally
Like a number of other staff and
faculty members here on campus, I
attended Friday's rally in response
to the graffiti sprawled across campus buildings earlier in the week. I
was pleased that the students had
called the rally, but distressed to be
greeted by the pronouncement that
the rally microphone would be open
first exclusively to students. I understand that students wanted - and

needed- to be heard. However, your
virtual exclusion of faculty and staff
(I left at 1:15 for an appointment and
students still controlled the true) suggested that we had no place in responding to the incident.
While I do not live on campus nor do a number of students - I do
spend most of my time awake hours
here, and have committed several
years to working to improve the climate of the place for people of color,
of differing religious beliefs, and for
gay, lesbian and bisexual students,
faculty and staff.

believe, however, that
there were others
ptbered that day who
1diiiiicb to contribute
and were kept silent.
The decision to restrict my opportunity to speak suggested to me that
staff and faculty did not have the
right to be hurt, angry and offended
by the behavior the rally was called
to address. It also implied that years
of experience - by me and others could contribute nothing to helping
us all learn and grow from our anger and outrage.
I do not mean to suggest by this
that the students who spoke should
not have, nor that I did not learn from
their hurt and anger. I do believe,
however, that there were others gathered that day who had much to contribute and were kept silent. Like
myself, others could not stay and
"wait our turn" over an hour-and-ahalf.
Perhaps next time -yes, there will
be a next time; we live in the real
world of racism, anti-semitism, homophobia and bigotry- students,
staff and faculty can join voices in
protest. Shouldn't one think twice
before excluding others.
Sincerely,
Nelly Blacker-Hanson

Mormon student knows
prejudice
I have been told numerous times
in the past week that I, being a white
male, do not understand what it is
like to fight discrimination. I have
been punched twice in my life since
graduating from the hormone
driven fight riddled halls of junior
high. Once was for being white, the
second for being Mormon. I remember vividly standing at a train
station in Japan talking to another
American when a stranger approached and rattled something
about how Americans were ruining
his country. He swung. I dodged out
of the way enough to miss my face
but he connected with the side of
my neck. Without fail, every week
I hear a comment about my religion. The Mormon church is among
the most hated groups in the world.
We are the only group in the United
States that has had an extermination order against us passed into
law. This was not words or even
destruction of property. It was legally sanctioned to kill Mormons.

I tell you this not because I want to
single out myself or my group but
because I want you to know that I
understand and that I too felt the effects of discrimination.
The recent display of a fellow
student's writing ability on the walls
of Harrington and AndersonLangdon contained racial and religious slurs including among the
singled out groups, the Mormons. To
tell you the truth, I was somewhat
excited that my group was included.
We have been trying to establish
ourselves on campus for some time
and this was a formal recognition
that we are succeeding. All kidding
aside, the remarks were inappropriate and damaging to everyone on this
campus. However, I find myself
diapointed in our campus student
body. Blaming the administration is
the easy way out. Where is our sense
of responsibility? The last time I
checked "Are you a racist?" was not
a question on the admission application. Actions, such as this graffiti,
are not the result of the administration in any conceivable fashion. It
is my fault. It is your fault. Students
whod emonstrate such behavior
bring these attitudes with them to the
University. It is the student body's
responsibility to propose and create
educational programs and forums
where such concerns can be addressed. To be sure, this does not
absolve the administration of any
responsibility. This campus needs
more diversity (racial, religious, economic, and all others I have failed
to mention) among students. Likewise greater diversity among faculty,
especially professors, is badly
needed.
However, I am disturbed at the
notion that the administration is responsible for my sociality. I am an
dult and can actually make decisions
regarding personal ethics on my
own. The administration's role is to
respond to appropriate requests and

concerns by providing financial and
leadership support for student-run
programs. We are missing the opportunity to learn and grow as a University community, not separate individual groups.
Recent incidents have brought a
thick air of hate to our campus. Most
of the comments I have heard are
only a redirection of hate towards
another. If hate prevails, we all lose.

h:cent incidents have
!iroubt a thick air of hate
our call/pus host of the
llJnuIents Ibave beard are
only a redirection of hate
towards another.
Hate is the driving force behind all
forms of discrimination. We need to
open our arms and bring those that
don't know or undertarid us close.
In so doing, we build a sens eof community, a place where peopleare
looked upon as just that, people,
without regard to race, religion, or
sexual orientation.
A final note to asnyone who may
harbor similar feelings to that which
was so cowardly displayed on our
campus. I am a big boy, now 23
years old. I can take whatever you
care to say. You're remarks may of fend me but will not anger me. I do
ask that you do not desecrate the student body and University. But if you
must express these feelings. But if
you must feel this way, my extension is 4034. Give me a call and you
can tell me personally. That way, I
know where you stand; you know
where I stand. Then, we can work
together at removing the barriers that
stand between us.
Sincerely,
Rob Larsen
LDSSA President
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Christian conversi onists suck
DLANNA WOODS

Contributing Editor
There's definitely a problem with
some Christiath.
We've seen many instances in the
past where people of all races and
religions have been forced into
Christianity either by threat of exile
or death. Fortunately, this is a less
common occurrence today and
thanks to our Constitution it is simply illegal in the United States. How ever, that doesn't seem to stop a lot
of Christians from imposing their religious beliefs on the general nonChristian public.
We've all had to deal with
Jehovah's Witnesses, born-again
Christians, or, affectionately known
by some small children as

"creepies", Mormon missionaries.
Most of the time it is only a minor
inconvenience. They come to our
doors or approach us on the street
and we try to politely tell them that

J;ibat we really want to do
i spew satanic scripture
and ciiie thefr children.
we're not Christians, but thank you.
What we really want to do is spew
satanic scripture and curse their children. Where does this impulse come
from? It's not that us non-Christians
are Satan worshippers, but only that
the Christians trying to convert us
make it seem like we may as well
be because we're going straight to

Hell anyway, unless of course, we
accept Jesus Christ as our lord and
savior. Now.
The thing is, quite a few of us are
happy where we are religiously.
We've come to our conclusions after years of questioning and examining different thoughts, beliefs and
ideas. It's not bad to be exposed to
new ones but be polite about it. It
wouldn't be right to force black licorice on someone who is totally opposed to even smelling it let alone
eating it so why try push something
as substantial as religion. Respect the
individuals you're trying to convert.
The methods Christians use are
not especially convincing either. Big
neon signs that say "Christ is the
Answer" or "Jesus Saves" shaved
into the side of a hill is actually rather

arrogant. Do you think you're so
right that you need to publish your
opinion to the thousands of people
driving by? Do you think anyone
caught in rush hour traffic is going
to look over, see the sign, and think,
"You know, Jesus is the answer."
They most likely just want the hell
out of traffic.
Our Constitution gives us freedom
of religion and freedom of speech.
We non-Christians will respect your
right to be a Christian and to talk
about it all you want. Just don't force
us to listen. And I'll tell you, if you
think I'm going to Hell for what I'm
saying and because I don't believe
in Jesus Christ, don't worry about
it because that's where all my friends
and family are going to be. I won't
he alone.
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Students avoid debt through foresight
if any of you have looked at the
various bulletin boards around campus lately, you've noticed the credit
counseling advertisements posted.
The company offers to help you "get
rid of your debt" by giving you a
consolidation loan so you can "pay
off" your car loans and credit cards.
To the typical credit zombie walking the streets, this sounds like a
valid solution, but what's not explicit
is that the debt is not erased, but instead simply transferred to another
lender, usually for a fee. This of
course frees you to begin charging
once again on your previously
maxed credit cards.
Our society has become so debt
oriented, a person doesn't even think
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twice about what debt means anymore. Retailers now advertise payment prices rather than the actual
sale price. People have become so
used to making payments on their
cars that leasing has turned into a
predominate market in the industry.
Why not? if you're used to throwing away $100 in interest on a $250
monthly payment, leasing the same
car for $200 a month sounds like a
bargain. The fact that you're spending that amount to rent transportation rather than building equity in a
car seems insignificant compared to
the fact that you'll now have $50 extra every month.
Believe it or not, 45 years ago
home mortgages were rare and car
loans were 12 months or less. There
were no credit cards. According to
Larry Burkett's book, Debt-Free
Living, this financial conservation
was due in large part to the Great
Depression, when debt was often the
difference between a roof over your
head... or not. In the SO's, bankers
applied a debt/income ratio of 25%,
meaning that only 25% of one

spouse's income could go towards a
mortgage. After WWII, though, the
government stepped in and passed
legislation guaranteeing loans for
veterans, and later for other populations in society. The result? Prices
soared as demand went up, credit
was extended even more so people
could keep up, and by the 80's the
debt rule was 40% of both spouse's
income for mortgages, and car loans
were extended to 60 months, often
with balloon payments at the end of
the loan period. Of course credit card
debt is in addition to all of this.We
live in a very voltile society where a
great percentage of people are living quite well on the surface, but
would be homeless within a couple
of months if they were to suddenly
lose their income.
Because of this prevalence for teetering financial disaster, the insurance industry has stepped in to "save
us." Lenders entice us saying "Go
ahead, borrow the money. I something happens, we'll make the payments for you!" This is a superficial
attempt to fix a symptom of the problem while avoiding the real issue of
delaying gratification. Like the emotional intelligence marshmallow test
performed on four-year old children,
people in debt today have a difficulty
realizing that though they may desire something in the immediate, if
they delay the purchase until they
can pay cash, their reward will be
magnified. This sentiment is certainly not popular in today's culture
of microwaves and e-mail, where
waiting for anything is considered a
form of torture. The consequence is
record high levels of credit card debt
and bankruptcies.
Companies encourage consumer
financial recklessness because it
means more profits for them. Similar to the lottery being a tax on the
uneducated, interest is a tax on the
undisciplined. When people don't
care about paying more than the
minimum payment, credit companies have nothing to lose. This encouragement is epitomized in an ad

for a car dealership that claims
they'll give you $100 if they don't
approve you for a loan. Discover
Card has a strong campaign on our
campus, but if you look on their application, employment isn't required
for approval. The question is, how
do you pay off a purchase without a
job, and who in their right might
would lend money without any
knowledge of how it would be paid
back? At 22%, Discover is ready and
willing to be "your friend" and take
that risk.
As college students, many here
probably haven't started a credit history yet. Fortunately, the misconception inherited from the 80's- that it
is a status symbol to own 15 credit
cards- is fading. It recently came out,
however, that UPS ranks 14th in the
west for highest student loan balances. This is not something to be
taken lightly. Education is of the ut-

key to being
cially healthy/s to
'Ioui term. Before
ifl' any major
1hases, weib the
and decide if
worth the resulting
sacrifice.
most importance, and if one were to
borrow for anything an education
should be at the top of the list. However, borrowing should be made under the most conservative of assumptions. What can you afford to
pay if the worst case scenario happens? A good job isn't guaranteed,
but Stafford Loan payments are. Students often think of their future in
terms of only themselves. Yet a lot
of graduates get married soon after
school, and that means you have
both partners' debt to deal with. Add

a car loan or two, credit cards, wedding bills and an unexpected pregnancy, and that couple has accumulated more debt in a few years than
their parents had after a couple decades. Nearly 80% of divorced
couples between the ages of 20 and
30 site financial problems as their
primary cause for divorce. It's no
joking matter.
The key to being financially
healthy is to look long term. Before
making any major purchases, weigh
the consequences and decide if it is
worth the resulting sacrifice. Another crucial ingredient to develop
good budgeting habits and learn to
live within your income. Credit
cards can be a great convenience in
today's market, but if you don't have
thô discipline to pay them off every
month, cut them up. We are all in
control of our own actions, and fiscally responsibility is a matter of
will, if you aren't particularly strong
in this area it is nothing to be embarrassed by, but it is important
minimize the damage taken away by
the temptation. This may not be the
most wild and fun way to live, but
paying off $10,000 takes a lot longer
than spending it, and with interest
you could end up paying $15,000.
This reality negates any use of a department store sale as justification
for charging.
As citizens with limited resources,
if we are going to address the national problems we constantly complain about, we must be in control
of our personal lives so that we have
time to devote to other issues. Financial responsibility allows us this
freedom; its prevention of wastefulness is proven by the lives of people
who 'ye made responsible choices.
Being personally out of 'debt also
allows for mor echaritableness towards others. As part of the democracy we treasurer so much, it is imperative we become more responsible and contribute to the voices
calling for government fiscal reform.
Without it, that homelessness we
skirt around will become a reality.
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Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is
published weekly by the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the view of
the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Thistees. Stafl'Editorials are the
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staff Articles in the Opinions
section are printed at the
discretion of the Opinions Editor
and do not necessarily reflect the
views of this newspaper. The
Trail reserves the right not to
print letters over two hundred
words and to edit any letters
printed. All letters must have
a signature and a phone
number and are due no later
than Mondays at noon.

Anonymous letters will not be
printed. Letters may be sent to:

The Puget Sound Trail,
University of Puget Sound,
1500 N. Warner,
Tacoma,WA 98416.
internet: TRAlL@ups.edu
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Nature abounds on, UPS campus
M. PERKINS

Staff Animal

Welcome once again to the
Wild World of Animals. Last
week we looked at Emperor
Penguins, which brings us to
the next evolutionary step, the
College Freshman.
The Freshman is an awkward beast, moving with a peculiar twitching motion that is
unique to its species. Scientists
have proposed many theories
regarding the cause of this bi-

zarre movement, but none have
been proven. Perhaps the most
popular of these theories argues
that the College Freshman, in a
cruel trick of nature, is made
entirely of elbows. While this
theory does much to rationalize the Freshman's behavior, it
cannot explain the many amazing abilities the Freshman demonstrates.
Foremost among these is the
Freshman's dazzling homing
sense. Much like its relative, the
penguin, Freshmen possess an

uncanny knack for locating alcoholic beverages that they
have misplaced. Even vast distances cannot discourage the
Freshman's astounding powers.
Our film crew was in place to
record the fascinating journey
of one completely soused
Freshman male who traveled an
astounding ten city blocks in
search of a bottle of rum that
he had left at a party in a neighborhood that was completely
foreign to him. While this skill
may seem to serve no practical

purpose, it does help save the
Freshman money and helps
keep Freshman herds together
as they wander from house to
house in search of fermented
liquid sustenance.
The other main survival tool
of the College Freshman is a
steadfast refusal to acknowledge personal danger. When
presented with a threatening
situation, the Freshman frequently fails to even perceive
the threat's existence. Unlike
the other members of the

Studentum family, the Freshman has no concept of its own
mortality. While at first glance
this seems an incredibly dangerous adaptation, it is actually
invaluable to the survival of the
Freshman. Danger frequently is
discouraged by the Freshman,
gives up, and slips off home for
a soothing, hot toddy.
That's all the time we have
for this week's installment of
Wild World of Animals. Join us
next time when we take an indepth look at Campus Security.

Cretinous sperm-man hosts gala event
We swear to God we're
not making this up. We're
just as baffled as you are.
Christ, even the dodgy sentence structure and lousyass punctuation aren't
made up. The Combat
Zone assumes no responsibility whatsoever for the
existence of the following
press release.
Beverly Hills, California: On
Nov. 29, 1996 the Who's Who
of the formerly follically impaired will join Brian
Reichenberg to celebrate his
success in selling 1,000,000
units of the world's most expensive shampoo and hair lotion,
the infamous "Sperm based"
shampoo.
Brian Reichenberg was the
point of humor on over 100 radio programs. Shows such as
Ken & Barkley, Peter Tilden,
Ricky Rackman, Joe Madison,
Liz Wild, Bill Kennison, David
Brenner, Nastyman, Mark Ratz,
Greaseman, Mancow, Dean
Curfman and hundreds of others all had their fun with Brian
Reichenberg. Everyone thought
it was a joke, it wasn't real, is
he crazy, what a sick mind and
besides why pay a fortune for
"sperm based" shampoo when
I can make my own at home.
However he was laughing all

the way to the bank.
Brian Reichenberg, general
manager of Kevis of Beverly
Hills says "Business is exploding here in Beverly Hills thanks
to the media hype." "When it
comes to hair everyone wants
volume! volume! volume and
they don't care how they get
it or what it costs!.." " I used
to have a 3 inch circle on the
back of my head, everyday was
a bad hair day, now my hair is
thicker and fuller." "Don't get
ripped-off on phony hair grow
products, come back to nature!"
What makes Kevis expensive? The active ingredient is
found of the tip of human sperm
and costs over $30,000.00 per
kilo to produce. A 4 oz. bottle
of Kevis shampoo sells for
$25.00 opposed to $8.00 for a
8 ounce bottle of your average
salon shampoo. Kevis also sells
a more potent version of their
shampoo to help men and
women with advanced hair
loss. To order Kevis call 1-800245-HAIR.
• GQ Magazine has nicknamed Kevis "the sperm based
shampoo"
• New Women Magazine
warns "You can't make this
stuff up yourself."
• KCAL TV "Stars don't care
what's in Kevis, all they know
is that it works."
• ABC TV Eyewitness News

The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
such, has been set off from the rest of this paper. Resemblancestoanyperson.place,orhaircareproductwithout
satirical intent are strictly coincidental—so back off. -

"Dr. Alvin Stein is a believer
now that his hair is growing."
Brian Reichenberg is available anytime for on air interviews. To book call us at 310358-8400 or fax us 3 10-3580179. The most common
questions asked are: What
does the factory looks like? Can
I make Kevis at home?" Is the
factory taking applications?
What shape is the bottle? What
are the side effects.
Jesus, people, this job
gets easier by the week.
There are so many jokes to
make about this that it
seems almost unfair to
make them. I have faith in
you, children; go out and
make your own jokes
about this. Make jokes
about the part where he
talks about having a 3 inch
circle on the back of his
head. Make jokes about
Reichen-berg's inability to
punctuate a sentence properly. Make fun of the fact
that this business is "exploding" in Beverly Hills.
You'll do great. Oh, and
[sic] for the entire article.
We have better things to do
than hang around waiting
to correct this geezer's
mistakes.
SPERM PRODUCTION has never been easier.
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